THE HUMAN FACTOR

FEATURING: REBECCA, EPIDEMIOLOGIST AND IH PROFESSIONAL
Rebecca

**Hometown**
Winter Park, Florida

**Alma Maters**
University of Central Florida (BS);
University of South Florida (MPH, PhD)

**Certifications**
Epidemiology, CIH, CIC

**Specialties**

**Interests**
community volunteer work, local theater, travel

---

**Background**
After serving in the U.S. Army for four years after high school, Rebecca took advantage of the educational opportunities offered to achieve a college degree. Working for a software developer that specialized in health information technology, she made her first forays into epidemiology. She soon found that she had a knack for data research and a passion for public health, receiving her master’s and doctoral degrees in short order.

An active leader within the AIHA Local Section, Rebecca taught future professionals for several years at UCF before leaving academic life. She is now with a private consulting firm that works in partnership with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services on a long-term health technology initiative.
IH HEROES PRESENTS:

THE HUMAN FACTOR

After the tsunami struck the island, help quickly poured in from the international community.

The first responders saved lives and united the missing with their families.

But what the news channels rarely highlight is the difficult work that lies ahead in the aftermath.

That's where the IH Heroes come in.
ONCE THE SITUATION IS UNDER CONTROL...

WE NEED TO MAKE SURE PEOPLE STAY SAFE.

WHEN THE CALL COMES, I DON'T HESITATE TO RESPOND...

IT'S WHY I DO WHAT I DO.

BECAUSE IT MEANS KEEPING FAMILIES SAFE.
MY NAME IS REBECCA. I’M AN INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIST. IN SHORT, I WORK IN IH.

FIRST THING AFTER TOUCH DOWN WAS THE SAME AS ALWAYS: REPORT TO STAFF HQ.

I’M SO GLAD YOUR COMPANY COULD SPARE YOU FOR A FEW WEEKS.

HOW COULD I TURN DOWN A CALL FOR HELP FROM MY FAVORITE MENTOR, DOCTOR HAMILTON?

PLEASE, IT’S ALEX.

MOST PEOPLE HAVE NO IDEA WHAT THAT MEANS, AND THAT’S OKAY. IT’S WHAT I DO THAT’S IMPORTANT, NOT MY JOB TITLE.
I'd love to catch up with my former Star Student, but the situation requires your immediate attention—and skillset.

Right, in the mission briefing you mentioned the possibility of an outbreak?

Of sorts, yes.

Tell me more. Is it threatening the refugees?

Not yet.

"There's a skin rash that's spreading, but so far it's only showed up on my staff."

"I'll transfer the full report and files to your tablet."
They didn't have the time, manpower, or expertise to sort this out; the camp was already overrun with priorities.

I had my work cut out for me.

I toured the camp for a bit, getting the lay of the land before diving into the problem.

You look like you're having fun!

My name is Rebecca; nice to... uhm, feet you!

Hi! I'm Ifie.

Do you like my new boots?

These people have lost so much... and yet this little girl found some joy in the midst of the chaos.

Time to get cracking!
There are five steps to a proper assessment investigation.

First, anticipate. With the files Alex transferred, I looked into the manpower, methods, and materials being used.

Second, recognize. I documented everything I did to establish a baseline for my investigation.

Volunteer workers had the rash on various parts of their bodies. There was no set pattern.

Third, evaluate. I’ll apply scientific concepts to measure the biological, chemical, and physical hazards so I can establish an exposure profile.
AFTER A FULL DAY, I HAD CHECKED OUT ALL OF THE TOOLS, FOOD, CLOTHING, AND OTHER EQUIPMENT THE STAFF ACCESSSED.

I EVEN SHADOWED THE DOCTORS AND AID WORKERS; NOTHING JUMPED OUT AS POTENTIAL VECTORS FOR THE RASH.

WHAT CONCERNED ME MOST WAS THE POTENTIAL THIS RASH HAD FOR MUTATION; THE REFUGEE POPULATION WAS AT RISK.

I’D NEVER REACH STEPS FOUR AND FIVE OF MY INVESTIGATION IF A KEY FACTOR WAS STILL UNACCOUNTED FOR.

CAMP CONDITIONS COULD TURN THIS RASH INTO SOMETHING DEADLY IF I Couldn’T FIND THE CAUSE.
AT THE END OF TWO DAYS, I STILL HAD NOTHING TO SHOW FOR MY EFFORTS.

I HAD TO BE MISSING SOMETHING SO SIMPLE...

NOTHING AT ALL.

MISS REBECCA?

IT'S IFIE. I THINK SHE'S SICK.

SOMETIMES, THE SOLUTION IS JUST OUTSIDE OF OUR PROVERBIAL BOX...

WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH HER?
She got this rash yesterday...it looks really nasty. She barely slept last night.

“She was so playful two days ago and now she isn’t feeling well at all. Is she going to be okay?”

Yes, she will! In fact, they’re all going to be okay. Thank you!

You’ve just shown me what I needed to see!

“Aha!”

“Our gloves?”
SPECIFICALLY, THESE GLOVES. THEY'RE FROM PROTECT-O, RIGHT?

WELL, YES...

I'D HEARD THEY WERE DEVELOPING A NEW PROTECTIVE LATEX USING NANOTECHNOLOGY... BUT LAST I KNEW IT WAS STILL IN TESTING.

WELL, NOT ANYMORE.

REALLY? WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY THAT?
Alex explained how a month ago they were critically low on basic medical supplies at the staging base, including gloves and common medicines.

He had several contacts at Protect-O and heard they were just about ready to put these gloves on the market.

He reached out to some people he knew over there...

...and they sent over a batch of them as a donation.

We’ve been using them for about a month...

...and the rashes started soon afterwards.

Oh.
But how is that possible? They did extensive product testing. They're known for being sticklers with quality control.

Finally I got to the fourth step of my investigation: control. Apply knowledge of approaches that might allow for elimination of a particular hazard.

Those three factors are causing a severe reaction in those who have skin sensitivities, such as non-native aid volunteers.

Initial tests show it's treatable with some antibiotics and cortisone cream.

I don't think anyone thought of the combination of extreme tropical conditions, salt water, and human sweat.

That's... going to be a problem.

We don't have enough to treat the entire staff - and I can't spare anyone to go get some.

The next airlift isn't for two weeks.

I know where we can find some!
The fifth and last step: confirm. Determine the overexposure and establish a process for correction and future prevention.

This meant taking immediate action.

During my mission briefing, I noticed there was a medical warehouse located in the hills on the other end of the island.

Getting maps and a truck was easy enough.

Problem was, the main bridge to the town was destroyed; the only alternative was a badly maintained jungle road through the washed-out valley.

It was one of the scariest road trips I’ve ever taken.
The locals were more than happy to help the relief effort in the lowlands.

The camp let them know I was coming. They were ready with supplies when I arrived at the facility.

I also received additional supplies for the camp and field hospital, thanks to the generous and concerned locals.

All loaded up!

...And I bought a few things myself.
THE TRIP WAS EXHAUSTING, BUT I KNEW DEEP DOWN IT WAS WORTH EVERY BUMP AND GRIND.

I GOT ALL OF IT BACK TO THE CAMP, SAFE AND SOUND.

REBECCA, THIS IS OUTSTANDING!

I DON’T KNOW WHAT WE WOULD’VE DONE WITHOUT YOUR HELP.

WE’LL PUT THESE TO GOOD USE RIGHT AWAY!

GOOD HEALTH CAN BRING GREAT JOY TO ANYONE.

OLD AND YOUNG.
BEING AN ‘INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIST’ ISN’T ABOUT REGULATIONS, DATA, AND TESTING.

THES

ARE FOR 

YOU, IFIE.

LITTLE GIRLS

SHOULD SPLASH IN PUDDLES IF THEY WANT...

...SO HERE ARE SOME PROPER TOOLS FOR YOU TO DO THAT!

‘IH’ IS ABOUT THE HEALTH, SAFETY, AND WELL-BEING OF A FAMILY. THE HUMAN FAMILY.

IT’S MORE THAN MY JOB.

I AM IH.
“The Human Factor”
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For more information about IH Heroes, visit www.IHHeroes.org
Join an IH Hero as she unravels a mystery plaguing a small island recently hit by massive flooding. Can her problem-solving skills save the day?

Learn more about these quiet workplace heroes and check out their latest adventures in AIHA’s award-winning graphic series at IHHeroes.org.